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Nightmares

The death of my nightmares,
That killed me before
Has now passed.

But in a perfect way.
Haunted by the nightmares
That killed me at
Night,
I killed them,
Murdered them,
Slaughtered them.
Now they cannot kill me.
With their death I can
Finally sleep,
Calmly,
Peacefully.
 Joanly Ruiz

Personification of Color

She flows through my veins, and she 
Circulates through my heart.
She was born in the warm but chilly fall.
She takes me back to the nights, I would lose myself.
She likes the cold, dark nights.
She was lost but she found her way home.
She hides behind the false beauty when she is all natural, all pure.
She’s a church hymn mixed with a rock song.
She brings light,
She shines bright,
She always fights,
And she will always be mine.
 Edwin Ibarra
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I am the Lone Rider

I am the lone rider.
The last apple to be picked—
as painful as one hundred needles sticking through my skin;
emotionless as a mannequin;
depressing as cold dark lonely nights;
as hopeless as a piece of paper thrown at the wind.
My world is caving in and no one is aware.
I am the last soul standing in the shadows
As meaningless as an empty promise.
Loneliness is a world full of darkness.
 Bibiana Cortez

Goodbye Childhood

Goodbye, Childhood.
I miss those days.  
I’d play with my friends around the neighborhood,
Back when summer days were always sunny
And we kids would go out and play games and just act funny.
We’d play soccer before and after school.
The days when being older than the rest made you “cool.”
Back when we still had fieldtrips to the zoo.
And on Halloween we’d dress up as ghosts and yell out “boo!”
By the way, Winter Break was the best!
Didn’t worry about homework or any test.
And on Valentine’s Day you’d give out cards to a few,
And when you didn’t get any, you’d feel blue.
Ah! My favorite game as a kid was “Cops and Robbers.”
I hated getting sent to jail, it made me slobber.
I miss you, Childhood.
 Pedro Fellove

Twilight Hour

I enjoy the twilight hour.
It’s so peaceful and calm.
Not a soul to bother me.
Just a cool breeze to keep me company.
It is during this time that I let my mind loose.
I wonder about my life so far and where it’s headed.
Seeing myself going so many places…
Yet I am constricted by fear.
I love to explore new things.
I find it so much fun.
But as I ponder, doubt sinks into my consciousness.
This is where I battle with myself,
Where I overcome obstacles placed by myself.
I throw that unsureness into a cell.
It shall be placed in the back of my mind.
Today was gloomy.
Tomorrow will be bigger, brighter.
The thought of this brings a wide grin to my face.
I have conquered my fear and doubt.
I may finally be free from my darker side.
 Donno Castelo 
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Reminisce, Reminisce
The old days?
Those were the days!
Long nights playing—
The screaming and laughing.
They are all gone now.
The phones, iPods they are the new things.
The letters, the spending time together,
All gone…
Just call me or text me
Takes the place of the old-school ways.
Nothing like before.
Technology killed life.
No one has time for each other.
The Apple or Android are new life.
Rest in peace the old days.
 Margarita Magaña

Dancing with the Devil

If my life were a book, I’d flip to the lest page,
For my soul feels empty with a heart full of rage.
No matter if I’m free or stuck in a cage,
I hate to wake and see another day.
Whether I’m dazed or confused,
There’s nothing in this world but wars and debates.
So, if God’s gonna’ take me why not take me today?
My life has been one living hell or maze.
Burn me to ashes or give me my grave.
Everything I wrote on this page is real.
This is not a suicide note,
So please don’t mistake,
But if my life were a book
I’d burn the whole thing!
 Eddie Orozco

How can you accuse me, of something you’ve already done?
We used to be close, but now it’s not fun.
It breaks my heart, to see how we’ve come to this.
‘Cause I remember when we first met, we were a perfect fit.
Back then we talked for hours on the phone,
But now you’re always out and gone.
When you’re hangin’ with your boys, 
Seems like you have changed.
Boy you don’t know my pain.
It’s driving me insane.
All the things I’ve done for you.
I know what I gotta’ do.
I gotta’ move on.
I gotta’ move on from you.
I shoulda’ knew from the start,
You’d break my heart.
Loving you hurts and it’s tearing me apart.
I gotta’ open up my eyes, and start to realize
That you are not the one for me.
And we were never meant to be, but now I see.

Elisha Gist
At Rest, February 14, 2010

She

She flaps her wings when death is near.
Born in harsh winters, the time when death is here.
She surrounds the stars and moon at night, her favorite time of day.
Hidden behind her are pairs of eyes, green, blue and brown.
She wishes people didn’t believe that walking past her was bad luck.
She shines her big yellow eyes, purrs and meows.
She is the color of your lungs after smoking a cigarette.
She is what’s left after the first has died, 
She is ashes and coal.
 Lesley Hernandez
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Expressing the Impossible

Her plate broke into a million pieces.
She used to think that love was magic.
Lost her life as quick as a blink of an eye.
Waking up every day with a dark sky.
Everything is just shades of grey for her now.
She felt like a bird who lost the ability to fly.
Depressed like a day without sunshine.
Feeling like a dark grey cloud.
Depressed and lonely like a lost dog.
Depression is like being in a large, black hole.
 Leticia Rios

John,

Your voice is most comforting.
I can listen to it whenever I please, and that’s wonderful.
I’ve heard it all and it always makes me feel at home.
I wish there could have been more.
When I think about it too much, I lose it.
All it took was four bullets;
Four out of five gunshots reached you and ended your life.
Who would do this? Why?
An awful, pathetic, selfish person …
It’s been thirty-four years and I won’t ever meet you.
We weren’t even alive at the same time; it torments me.
I’ll never be able to meet the person who could always make me feel okay.
You’ve always been the one to bring me up when no one else was around.
Even if you aren’t here, you’ll forever be alive in my heart.
 Esmeralda Hernandez

Chicago

The sound of fast trains flying through the busy city.
The smell and taste of tragedy.
The hometown of the Blackhawks fans.
A city where a fire took over.
One of the biggest cities in the world.
Breaking rules led to bringing tools.
Bring out the school busses with no students.
Big wheels on cars and a style of a hip-hop/rap artist.
A city where Hate is stronger than Love.
Some nickname this city after Iraq with Chiraq,
Home of Savages and shooting on and off the court.
 Darnell Smith
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A Dream of You

Many a night I’ve dreamt of you and your beautiful mind.
I wish only our hearts intertwined for us foolish lovers.
To rise every morning and fall every night with you at my side.
Living each waking moment with you would be a gift sent from above.
Going through the hardest times only to see the brightest days.
This would be a life that could compare to none.
You’re the closest thing to perfection I’ve ever seen.
Someday you will be mine as I will be yours.
 Donno Castelo

Calm

As the sun sets I can’t help but admire its beauty,
Just resting on a hammock with an iced tea in my hand,
Laying there with my lovely lady enjoying the day,
Remising about the good times and the better ones.
This is what I long to do when I grow old—
To hear the clash of the waves against rocks
Rather than the pounding of typing on a keyboard,
Catching the scent of salt water in the air
Instead of smelling the sweat within a locker room.
To smell the aroma of sweet flowers as petals drift through the air
As opposed to the stench of lies told every day.
This is what brings memories flowing back.
As I grow wiser I shall look forward to the day I may be carefree.
 Donno Castelo

Dark Light

Like a black moon the
sun shines; to hide from day
is to live a darker way.
Passing by, the time it sways,
could this be the only way?
Shine on me, dark moon, disseminate
your swooning light. 
In this trial 
I might, just might
glance upon this looming light.
Will it be my only sight?
 Abraham Verdin 
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Anger

As unstable as a lunatic in a straight jacket
Crying like a mother who lost her child
As unexpected as an earthquake at 4:40 in the morning
As uncaring as a soulless animal
Like a dam bursting, molding the stream into a potent current
Capable to be enhanced like a fire with gasoline
As explosive as a ticking bomb
As abrupt as a lightning bolt striking the earth
Destructive like TNT at a denotation site
Anger is a volcano that’s overdue for an eruption.
 `Jonathan Hernandez

Clash

Upon the waves I choose to ride.
Feeling the clash of power as the ocean strikes my beauty.
Facing certain death I know there’s no turning back.
As the waves clash I am thrown from the ship.
All alone I must fight the tide while pondering my options.
The ferocious onslaught of waves drags me under.
I must decide to swim to safety or go back for my beauty.
I see how beautifully horrifying the ocean can be.
Coming up for air I see the sight of a wreaked ship.
I know it’s my beauty as I swim closer.
Just as quickly as the waves came they left.
I am left with the end result of Mother Nature at her best.
Going through the rumble I find a row-boat.
I must be very lucky to have been given a chance to live.
I am wiser with this experience but left with sorrow.
There will never be another beauty like the one I had.
Now the search is on to find land.
I surely hope that I may find it soon.
It has been a long day….
 Donno Castelo
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He follows me at night.
Cast down from street lights.
During bitter frost he extends his stay;
far beyond welcome.
I see him in my bedroom,
while I sleep at night.
While my eyelids are locked tight. 
He’s everywhere,
But I can’t speak.
I can’t move.
A terrifying sight at first.
A frightening experience, 
Instilling nightmares.
Then a welcoming embrace. 
When I stared at the face 
of a race
that just wants to be understood;
I understand.
He’s searching for a friend 
and awaits peace. 
The creator of such an idea.
Although he never speaks
I hear him.
He speaks a language 
even the deaf can hear. 
A being of action and thought
He is the mind
the body
and the soul. 
 Thomas Ramirez

Your Love

Forgetting to breathe, gasping for air, 
Drowning.
My mouth, dry as a dessert.
Needing you to survive.
Save me from drowning;
Your love my life support.
As you walk through the door
I breathe, I feel alive.
I remember to breathe,
I swim.
Your love is my life preserver
 Joanly Ruiz
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A fish I be, in the sea
‘Tis only but only one difference
I stay as they swim
I think as they act
I am a deserver
Time stops for my own discretion.
“My own discretion” is the same which applies to all else
If only it were not frowned upon for it to be so
For there to be more stand with me when I ask
“What is water?’

I am a fish out of water
Learning how to breathe.
Convincing myself what happiness is
‘Tis a third-person to analyze this
I co-exist with my own mind
I am determined to question
To guide others to the answers of their unknown
That is the fold in which I emphasize, yet do not know
“What is water?”
 Jordi Munllo

Train

It’s what at a far distance I hear
Intriguing as I get closer
Yet further away.
I grow fond of the idea
Of leaving what was and leading to what is
My thoughts not catching up to what, has already passed.
I imagine what comes next,
A small town, city, or more green pasture
The suspicion only rises and fades away altogether.
I open my eyes and to my final surprise;
I awake to the reality that is my colorless life.
Train tracks steaming
Children, some lost, others screaming.
Men and women running here and there
Time is up and if you don’t come, you’ll have to wait
Pray you don’t miss your chance, but hope to take it
and accomplish great it.
 Maria Tiscareno
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Horror
Death, medals, cold
achieving, winning, loss
all for nothing, no worth at all
disgrace.
 Joanly Ruiz

Isolation

Staying within the confines of my room pains me, yet soothes me the same time.
Entire weekends, afternoons, and school breaks spent in solitude.
The glow of my computer screen is my only source of light, leaving me sickly pale.
Fearing embarrassment and the judging glances of passersby, I lose the confidence to step out.
In my room I am alone with my own thoughts, the thoughts that hunt me every waking day.
I rarely ever see my parents, only when I step out to get something or to use the bathroom.
Everyday I tell myself I’m going to change, but I never find the courage to do so.
Numbing the pain with guilty pleasures, yet the horrible feeling never fades.
 Rolando Menuz

Swirls
Curved, complex
running, turning, curling 
lost in endless loops
disoriented.
 Joanly Ruiz

Wishing to Myself

No one knows these dreams of mine
Melting candles and deep red wine
Only thoughts of you and I think 
Of your soul I wish to drink.

But...My dreams are kept
In my heart and where I slept
Never to share with another
For I am a lonely lover.

Dreams of you are all I know
They give me a deep inner glow
So know that you’re deep in my thoughts
Your inspiration has me caught.
 Joanly Ruiz
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Darkness
Overwhelming 
sickening scared
cold, no escape, no light, afraid
Help me.
 Joanly Ruiz
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Lost Life

“Forever” eventually ends
Just like my list of past friends
Seems infinite, but everything is limited
Digging in the past is prohibited.
I’ve lost my life but didn’t die
All these years captured in my mind.
Moved from the white picket fence
To where it’s normal to catch a criminal offense.
New people, new school, new me
There’s no returning 
Until I boost the money I’m earning.
Adapted to this new environment
Lost until the lyrics inspired him
Lost then found
Got happy after depression.
I guess I lost connection
Rock bottom formed my resurrection. 
 Eddie Gasa

Pantoum

You have to love yourself before you love anyone else.
One can’t see the beauty of another if they don’t see it within.
Embrace your flaws love your flaws.
Insecurities are never a choice.
Once you’ve accepted of them, you are invincible.
No one can take you down.
You’ve ready to love and be loved.
You know you’re perfectly imperfect.

You have to love yourself before you love anyone else.
One can’t see the beauty of another if they don’t see it within.
Embrace your flaws, love your flaws.
Insecurities are never a choice.

One can’t see the beauty of another if they don’t see it within.
Once you’ve accepted of them, you are invincible.
Insecurities are never a choice.
No one can take you down.

Once you’ve accepted of them you are invincible.
You’re ready to love and to be loved.
No one can take you down.
You know you’re perfectly, imperfect.
 Selena Pineda

Lover
Crazed, starcrossed, warm
unimaginable
bitter, cold, hatred, giving up
broken.
 Joanly Ruiz
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Lost World

The night to me is a sweet release from the world I live. 
It is here that I am able to slip away from all my troubles.
These problems are ever trying to burst out from within me.
They have to ability to control my emotions and actions. 
From your eyes you see a normal world. 
But to look through my eyes you’ll see a darker reality. 
In this world I am bounded by my inner chains of despair.
During the day I’m trapped in a world my mind has created.
It is here that I must stay every day ‘til night approaches.
To peer through a hole in my eye of the world I’ve made. 
I hope to seek a light of freedom but find nothing but the abyss. 
Nightfall is the only true glimpse that I will ever have. 
I will never truly be free from my world of memories and sorrow. 
One does not simply become free from a world full of fear.
To look into someone else’s eyes allows me a peek into their own worlds. 
Looking into their eyes I see the pain that their world causes them.
With each scene I feel a hand reach out as if wanting a way out. 
I find a smile upon their face so warming. 
This is something that brings one across my own. 
Maybe I am not alone in the world my mind has made.
Many people have chosen to live their lives the way they see fit. 
Regardless of the criticism they receive, they’ve pushed on. 
I aim to be like them one day, free as a bird.
For now I will gaze out through my locked eyes at the night’s starry sky.
This is ‘til the day I am able to break free from the world that consumes me.
 Donno Castelo

You Were…

You were my winter days
I never thought I’d do so much for someone
You said “We’ll never work.”
I said “You never know.”
You were totally right.
You had me so close.
You held me so close.
I felt the warmth
You were once my summer day,
But now its all gone.
You left me at I love you
You left at I love you.
Now I see you everyday 
And I feel nothing.
 Jorge Marquez
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Pantoum of Love

This feeling can give you complete happiness or complete misery.
As the emotion grows, so does the heart.
People’s souls merge into one.

As the emotion grows, so does the heart.
This feeling is a structure built on trust.
Together they face the obstacles in life.
The trust that both beings are responsible for.

This feeling is a structure built on trust.
Forever cherish the amazing experience.
The trust that both beings are responsible for.
No one knows when it’ll be gone.

Forever cherish the amazing experience.
People’s souls merge into one.
No one knows when it’ll be gone.
This feeling can give you complete happiness or complete misery.
 Alejandro A.

Elegy

Little did we know that morning God
was going to call your name.
In life we loved you dearly
in death we do the same.
It broke our hearts to lose you.
You did not go alone; 
For part of us went with you.
The day God called you home, 
You left us peaceful memories.
Your love is still our guide 
And though we cannot see you,
You are always at our side.
Our family chain is broken 
And nothing seems the same, 
But as God calls us one by one
The chain will link again.
 Jamari Calthins
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RAH NA-NA-NA!
CRAP!
MY CAR WON’T TURN.
BEEP, BEEP, BEEP.
TRUHRURURU!
PUSH! PUSH! PUSH!
DOWN 3 BLOCKS!
PUSH! PUSH! PUSH!
WE FINALLY MADE IT.
RING, FOUND THE PART.
CHUCHING!
ALRIGHT LETS PUT IT ON.
TUMP, EEEEE.
TITITIIK, RUM! TITITITK, RUM!
RUM. WOSHH!
ERERERER.
THERE IT IS.TITITITIK, RUM! TITITITIK, RUM!
PUM. WOSHH!
EREERER.
THERE IT IS.
RUM, RUM, RUM, BOOM. BOOM.
RAH NA-NA-NA… BRUM, RUM, RUM, RUM, RUM.
 Ramon C. Sanchez

Ring, Ring, Ring
Beep, decline
Bang, bang, playing Call of Duty
I need back up
Roger
Ring, ring, ring
Beep, decline
Grenade!
Boom!
Damn, that was close
Ring, ring, ring
Beep, decline.
Dude, who’s calling?
My dad.
Answer it.
No, I don’t like him
Ring, ring, ring
I answer
WHAT!!!
When my dad spoke to me
He was scared
Drip, drip, tears are falling
Click, Turn off game
And leave.
 Salvador Medina

There is no peace.  My house is Vietnam.

The bureaus offer no seclusion;
The doors seal off the headquarters.
Mother, Mother, must you straddle
Across the great control center?
This is an old scene—even Father is familiar with it.

It is human…all too human.  It is a ritual.
The purple ribbons hang from you like leeches—
They are a facet of me, worth more than the words
That crawl out of my mouth, more radiant than my eye pits—
Their laced bodies bob and list and pulsate.

In three days they’ll harness their safety pins.
You’ve kept them from me.  Do not be afraid.
They are harmless.  They are not keen on fear.
I myself will take them across the dewy forest,
Stepping on Bouncing Betties, and tripping on Claymores.

Do not be mean.  The gas is clean, noble.
I inhaled it on my birthday,
The day you made a model of me.
We were identical—claws, paws, cleft jaws—
You fed it—me—bullets, grenades, knives,

Innumerable things.  How your reason slept!
Mother, dying ever since, a damned
Prodigal son you cannot empathize with.
Now my terra-cotta twin in you is chipping—
Termites have made it their lodge.  
They are reason.

There is no peace.  
This house is Vietnam.
 Pablo Vicente




